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This research program involves the study of one and two dimensional arrays of droplets in a

buoyant-free environment. The purpose of the work is to extend the database and theories that
exist for single droplets into the regime where droplet interactions are important. The eventual goal

being to use the results of this work as inputs to models on spray combustion where droplets
seldom burn individually; instead the combustion history of a droplet is strongly influenced by the

presence of the neighboring droplets.

Recently, Annamali and Ryan (ref. 1) have summarized the current status of droplet array, cloud
and spray combustion. While no attempt will be made to duplicate this work here, there are several
relevant ideas that should be mentioned. There a number of simplified theories (refs. 2-6), and a
small number of detailed numerical studies (refs. 9 and 10) of droplet vaporization/combustion

where multiple droplet effects are significant. These theories all neglect the effect of buoyancy.
Experimentally, all studies to date show how important the effect of buoyancy is, in fact, it
becomes the dominant transport mechanism in the problem. Only the works of Law and co-

workers were performed in an environment where buoyancy effects were small (refs. I 1 and 12),
and the authors were limited to studying combustion in high oxygen index, low pressure ambient
environments.

The emphasis of the present investigation is experimental, although comparison will be made to
existing theoretical and numerical treatments when appropriate. Both normal gravity and low
gravity testing will be employed, and the results compared. The work to date will be summarized
in the next section, followed by a section detailing the future plans.

Research initiation date: 4/I/91.
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Work to Date

Normal Gravity Droplet Combustion Chamber

As presented in the previous section, normal gravity testing will be employed in this work.
Toward this end a combustion chamber to study the burning of single droplets and droplet arrays
was designed and built. The chamber can handle absolute pressures from 0 - 1 atm, and is

equipped with a gas mixing system so that the ambient pressure and gas composition can be
accurately controlled. Inside the chamber, droplet(s) are suspended from 125 _tm quartz optical

fibers with a precisely controlled I 250 }am bead placed on the end. Droplets are placed on the end
of the fiber with a hypodermic tube attached to a rotary solenoid. Ignition is accomplished with a
length of .010 inch Kanthal (Aluminum alloy) wire heated with a current of approximately 4
amps. The hot-wire is attached to a linear solenoid, and is removed immediately after ignition.
Photographic images are obtained by two orthogonal views; one a backlit view from which the
droplet size as function of time is obtained, and the other from which the flame dynamics are
captured. The entire droplet dispense/ignition and photographic process is controlled with a time

delay relay circuit.

One of the first uses of the combustion chamber was to evaluate the suitability of an intensified

array camera to image the flame in the ultra-violet region of the spectrum as opposed to the visual
image usually obtained. This work is in support of the Droplet Combustion Experiment (M.
Vehda-Nayagam, project scientist). Methanol and n-heptane droplets were burned in ambient
environments of Helium/Oxygen and Nitrogen/Oxygen at atmospheric and sub-atmospheric
pressures. The flame images were recorded with the intensified array camera (UV Nikkor lens,
quartz viewing window) and regular black and white video camera. Most of the video with the
intensified camera was taken with a 310 nm bandpass filter in place. The purpose was to attempt

to image the OH emission and compare that image with the visual image.

Figure 1 shows two images, the one on the right being that obtained with the intensified array
camera, and on the left from the black and white video camera at the same time. This was an n-

heptane droplet burning in a 35% Oxygen/65% Helium (mole fraction), and a total pressure of
0.75 atm. As is easily seen, the two images are very different, with a measurement of the flame
diameter and shape being very different depending on the camera used. At the present time, no
definitive conclusions can be drawn from the existing data, as further analysis of the existing data
is needed, in addition to more data with a color video camera and possibly more filters.

Single droplets of methanol and n-decane were studied in high oxygen, low pressure ambients.
The purpose was to duplicate some of the work of Law and co-workers (refs. 13 and 14). The
result of one of these tests is shown in Fig. 2 with the square of the normalized droplet diameter
shown as a function of time. "the burning rate constant, defined as the best linear fit between the

two doued lines in Fig. 2, was 0.84 mm2/sec. This was somewhat lower than the value reported
by Chung and Law. As also seen in Fig. 2, flame extinction occurs before the droplet has
completely vaporized (fuel was visible on the fiber). The extinction diameter for this droplet was
approximately 300 lam. This droplet size was very close to the suspending fiber bead size,
however, so fiber interference effects were no doubt important.

For the same oxygen concentration and fuel as shown for the test in Fig. 2, but higher pressures
(0.3 atm), microexplosions were observed. A sequence of frames from before, during, and after a
microexplosion are shown in Fig. 3. In the beginning, droplet burning was normal, but then the

liquid disruption begins and finally the explosion. After the explosion, normal droplet burning

The ability to accurately control the size of the bead is critical when performing the droplet
array studies so that the droplets in the array are as identical as possible (ref. 10).
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continuedif anyliquid remained on the fiber. These microexplosions seem to originate on the fiber
indicating fiber interference. Microexplosions also occurred at 0.2 atm, but were less severe, and
typically occurred later in the droplet lifetime. No microexplosions were seen at 0.1 atm.

More recently, work has started on burning multiple droplets. Figure 4 shows two droplets
initially 1 mm in diameter separated by approximately 6 mm. The fuel was n-decane, and the
pressure was 0.1 atm. Three pictures are shown at different times in the droplet lifetime. As

expected, early in the burning history, the two flames merge into a single flame, and later in the
lifetime the two droplets expenence less interactions, and burn individually. Because of the low
pressure in the flames in Fig. 4, buoyancy effects were reduced (not eliminated) and the flames

were more spherical.

Reduced Gravity Droplet Combustion

Progress in low gravity has been limited by problems with the experimental apparatus. The major

development in this area has been utilizing extremely small (10-15 i.tm) Si-C fibers to suspend
droplets. These fibers are an order of magnitude smaller than the fibers used in most suspended
droplet studies. Figure 5 shows an n-decane droplet suspended from one of these fibers. This
drop was created in low gravity by stringing one of these fibers between the two deployment
needles in the droplet combustion facility of the 2.2 second drop tower. As can easily be seen, the
deviation from spherical symmetry is very small, with the fiber being barely visible. Figures 5
also shows the backlit view of the same droplet during combustion. One of the major advantages

of using these fibers is the potential to perform thermometry measurements in the gas phase of
sootless droplet burning (ref. 15). This is particularly useful when studying extinction
phenomena; enabling one to identify flame position, change in flame temperature, and flame

dynamics at extinction.

Given the encouraging results using these fibers, a new experimental apparatus for the low gravity
facilities is being developed. The experiment is designed to study one and two dimensional arrays

of droplets suspended by the Si-C fiber. The current status of the rig is that the design and
construction are nearly complete. Integration into a drop frame for the 2.2 second drop tower is

under way. Initial testing is expected to begin in the beginning to mid-October.

Another accomplishment is the development of an automatic data processing technique to measure
droplet size as a function of time from drop tower data. The technique is similar to that of Choi et
al. (ref. 16) and involves grabbing a frame from film (or video) and digitizing it. The edge of the
droplet is then detected by one of two methods (absolute intensity or intensity gradient), and the

area averaged droplet diameter is determined.

Future Work

Work in the remaining 2+ years of the grant will continue in both the normal gravity test cell, and
the low gravity apparatus. Several minor improvements will be made to the normal gravity

apparatus. The ignition system will modified, possibly even incorporating a spark ignition system;
the ultimate goal being to reliably ignite a droplet in the shortest amount of time with as little
disturbance as possible. This work will be done in conjunction with the Droplet Combustion

Experiment (DCE) science team (F. Williams, F. Dryer, and M. Vehda-Nayagam). The fuel
system will be improved to allow accurate delivery of multiple droplets simultaneously. This new
fuel system is nearly complete.

Another area of work that will be done in conjunction with the DCE science team, is on improved

flame imaging. Further testing will be done with the intensified array video camera, a color and
black and white video camera to determine the best method of imaging a droplet flame. For some

of these tests, a small Si-C fiber will be strung across the droplet (not supporting the drople0 and
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the luminousimageof the fiber duringcombustionwill be recorded.The imageof the 'glowing'
fiberwill becomparedto thevisualflameimagesobtainedwith thevideocameras.

In addition,work will continueon attemptingto obtain temperaturemeasurementsfrom these
fibers. Currently,a modelis beingdevelopedto correctthetemperatureof thefiber for radiation,
conductionandconvectivelosses.The first experimentalwork will be conductedin the normal
gravity facility, andif theresultsarepromising,it will be incorporatedinto the droprig. Evenif
absolutetemperaturemeasurementsare not possible, these fibers will enable a qualitative
measurementof location of themaximumflame temperature,changein flame temperatureasa
functionof timeandflamewidth.

Normal gravity work in the next yearwill be focussedon studying single droplets and linear
dropletarrays.Two fuelswill beemployed.Thefirstwill bemethanol,the secondn-decane.The
major variableswill be the inter-droplet spacing,ambientoxygenconcentration,pressureand
diluent(heliumor nitrogen). Theresultsof thesestudieswill becomparedto similar teststhatwill
beconductedin the2.2seconddroptowerwith thenewdropletcombustionapparatus.
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Figure 1. Comparison of images from a black and white video camera 0eft) and intensified
array video camera with 310 nm bandpass filter in place, n-Heptane in a 0.75 arm,
0.35/0.65 Oxygen/Helium (mole fraction) ambient.
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Figure 2. Normalized volume averaged droplet diameter as a function of time for n-decane
burning in a 0.1 atm, 0.5/0.5 Oxygen/Nitrogen (mole fraction) ambient.
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Figure3. n-Decane in 0.3 atm, 0.5/0.5 Oxygen/Nitrogen ambient, before (left), during

(center) and after (right) rnicroexplosion.

Figure 4. Two n-decane droplets burning in air at 0.1 atm on 125 grn fibers at three times
during the burning history.

Figure 5. n-Decane droplet in air at i atm supported on a 10-15 grn Si-C fiber before (left)
and during combustion (right).
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COMMENTS

Question (C.T. Avedisian, Corncll University): In looking at your video of the combustion of droplet arrays
in microgravity using fiber supported droplets, some work that Brzustowski and co-workers did in the late
70's on unsupported droplet arrays in microgravity came to my mind. Do vou intend to include a study of
unsupported droplet arrays in your work?

Answcr: Not in the immediate future (1 year). We are, however, considering looking :it unsupported arrays
in the last year of funding.
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